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my first reaction upon seeing indie critic and filmmaker mark cousins on cbc's q was that his one-man show should be added to the lineup of movie specials that q has put
together every year for the last several years. that would be a shame, though, because cousins has done it once already this year, with an evening of short documentary
films . i shall return to the special, which was done in association with the toronto international film festival, when i have a chance, but in the meantime i should say that

cousins is one of the best documentary filmmakers i've ever seen. not only is he has a cinematic eye for visual beauty, but he also conducts himself like a true writer-
director: he's working hard at his craft, not worrying too much about an audience, and the result is often poetic and beautiful. read more movies, like other art forms,

invite a variety of emotions -- and the imitation game makes certain that this doesn't come down to the level of a choice between two emotions. heartbreak (for those who
are not already convinced that it's a great movie) is part of the fuel that animates the film. the story is not merely about alan turing. it's about the lives of those who

remember him, and in doing so the movie renders them in striking terms. that doesn't mean that it ever suggests. as the scientist's life plays out against the backdrop of
nazism and the war, turing is not presented as a saint. but he is treated with a justice that makes him virtually indestructible. read more after toy story 3, a virtual trilogy

of pixar films created for the first time and directed by lee unkrich and adrian molina, comes brave. like toy story 3, the first pixar film of this millennium, brave follows the
adventures of an adorable child (in this case, a girl) and her various toys. like toy story 3, brave revolves around a female character, merida (kelly macdonald), who breaks

all the rules, challenges stereotypes and earns the respect of her peers. the film's surprise ending, the result of a commitment to the spirit of pixar's first two films, was
what finally made toy story 3 in my mind a real movie. i had spent the first half of the film wondering who was going to win (the boys' adventures were likable) and when i
realized it was merida who had triumphed, my applause was the loudest of the night. that's why brave is the child of pixar's golden age, which began with toy story -- and,

like toy story 3, it comes at an ideal time to children and adults. read more
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as a film that tells the story of a black family in modern-day l.a., selma — which had its premiere at the
sundance film festival and then opened in theaters this weekend — feels like a rarity: a movie that can be

summed up in a sentence. after the civil rights movement of the 1950s and ’60s came the rise of black power
and the era of the “black is beautiful” slogan. there's a private wine-tasting room, a tasting bar and table

seating, and a cute little wine-and-cheese room. there's also a list of wines available in the tasting room and
on the bar, and you can make your way around, tasting, as if you were at a wine bar. the idea is to have a
good time, while you're learning about wine. (betsy sharkey) read more in 2016, the united states had a

historic presidential election. the victor, donald trump, took office with the support of a significant portion of
voters who, in the days leading up to the election, were accused of racism, sexism, homophobia, xenophobia,

and most grave of all, putin-style collusion with the russian government. now, a year later, the country is
polarized, and the president's political party and its views are facing renewed scrutiny. for those who are re-

examining their support for trump, who also happen to be immigrants or the children or grandchildren of
immigrants, the question of whether america was always a country of immigrants or whether it's a nation
that was born of immigrants is a compelling one. blame, privilege, and the hard work of trying to build a
better world all seem fair game. what is the country that we are and how can we build a more just and

equitable country? join us as we explore america as a society of immigrants. (morrie turner, co-curator of the
exhibition) read more 5ec8ef588b
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